Athletic Board Approves Varsity Baseball At Tech; Hechling is New Coach

The combined effects of the new M.I.T. athletic policy and the university's financial undertakings, as outlined by Mr. Hehling, the athletic director, were climaxat last Wednesday night when the Athletic Board approved the addition of varsity baseball to Tech's intercollegiate program.

The Board's decision was made after Mr. Hehling had had conferences with the faculty members and the student body in an effort to bring the new sports to Tech. The final approval was brought forward for action after about three months of discussion concerning the problems that arise about after solution of the coaching.

Fred Hechling, former Tech basketball player and engineering student, was chosen to coach the new varsity baseball team, in which he will have complete control of varsity baseball.
PLEASANT WEEKEND

"School Spirit, Saturation and Planning" was the title of an editorial which appeared in The Tech six weeks ago. At that time we wrote that there were too many social events being planned during the school year, and that the condition of saturation was rapidly approaching. This writer seconded the sentiment of supersaturation.

It's rather difficult to see what charm this weekend holds, but certainly must have some sort of attraction. Between Friday noon and Saturday night an even dozen events will be held—almost certainly there are months, or even years, that do not have to venture very far out on the limb with a prediction that every event with the possible exception of the Acquaintances Dance will be underattended, and that all those which require tickets will lose money.

We are shedding no tears for any group caught in this weekend whirlpool—every group which planned an event should have been better informed as to the conditions and the attendance which it could expect.

It is a fact corroborated by ex-
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With a well-chosen, well-organized group, such a calendar is not only in the best interests of the student body as a whole, but it will be extremely

It is biologically true that human natures respond to any constraint upon the normal development of their physical and genetically conditioned, but the question is logical that if we apply to any part of the body imposed on in the form of straps, strictures, lifting devices, etc., the same part of the body will suffer and its function will be impaired, and the muscular activities will be reduced to a minimum. Therefore we cannot accept the idea of these constraints will hamper the normal development of the human figure whose canons are so beautifully illustrated by Greek models, and I do not exaggerate stating that "hips, curves, and breasts" are going to be used more and more, especially by the younger generations.

Furthermore many of the popular musical activities will be reduced to a minimum. Therefore we cannot accept the idea of these constraints will hamper the normal development of the human figure whose canons are so beautifully illustrated by Greek models, and I do not exaggerate stating that "hips, curves, and breasts" are going to be used more and more, especially by the younger generations.

The feature of "Panic" is that the audi-

bony, hard, and villain, and Michel Simnor as the French Gendarme, trends to mini-

WORD PRAISE...

If you should ever undertake the task of "setting up the calendar," do not undertake the task of "setting up the calendar," do not put it on the table of the Home and Garden Club, and on the table of the Student Body Budget Board, and on the table of the Undergraduate Budget Board for the redecoration of our office.

The story dealt with Paul

SPRING SPECIALS

46 MERCURY 4-DOOR SEDAN
47 STUDEBAKER CHAMP 4-DOOR
47 STUDEBAKER LAND CRUISER
46 NASH "600" 4-DOOR SEDAN
40 BULL SPECIAL TUDOR
47 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL TUDOR

"Fren Jacques", Tech Show, to Have Experienced Leads
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The Tech was invited to sit in on the moment, being present at the moment of the last rehearsal for Tech Show. The Tech's task was to be there and to get a feeling for the experience of the freshers and how they are progressing. The Tech is very interested in the process of "Fren Jacques," for this is the second annual production in the current series and is based on the experience of last year's "A Liberal Life," and shows signs of being rehearsed with greater confidence.
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Techonicians Play
For Military Ball
MS Ordnance Equipment
Will Decorate Walker
Moss Hall will be scarcely recog- 
nizable tonight when the hand- 
made and Biote Society's ball is 
built. Techonian stunts will con- 
continue from 9:16 p.m. until 1:10 a.m. Dance chairman Louis C. 
Reutman, 9H, announces that the 
dance is open to all members and 
friends. Door ticket sales are 
planned to supplement pro-dance sales. Military or formal attire is 
required.

Proper atmospheres for a 
military affair will be provided by 
decorations of small arms and other ordnance equipment, and by 
lighting ceremonies for new mem-
bers, accompanied by a drill by 
Presiding Ruler, and color drill by 
Fredrick G. Lehmann, '51. A pow-
ergful anti-aircraft searchlights will 
guide those who have difficulty 
finding Walker.

The customary lack of hard 
liquor will prevail at the dance, but 
often house in the dorms offers op-
portunity for private parties.

Inst. Comm. To Control
Preferential Treatment
Activated by the recent furor 
over the treatment of Junior Prom 
applicants, the Institute Committee 
has incorporated into its new constit-
ution a clause which provides that prefer-
ential treatment by school author-
ities "under the control of the 
Institute Committee."

According to C. David Cift, 9H, chairman of the committee in-
vestigating preferential treatment, the 
Executive Committee would step in 
and attempt to rectify any abuses 
of preferential treatment princi-
iples, while it would be up to the 
Institute Committee as a whole to 
investigate the situation and take 

16 Groups Will
Enter Tech Sing
Silver Gap and Egbert To Be Given As Prizes
Last week the All-Tech Sing 
committee received such a flood of 
applications that they are going to 
allow 16 groups to participate in the 
famous event, which is scheduled for 
next Friday evening, March 5, in 
Memorial Hall.
The following groups, the first 
to get their applications in, will be 
judged on "intonation, tone qual-
ity, interpretation, and pronuncia-
tion" in competition for the El-
graved Silver Loving Cup; Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, Kappa Sigma, Wood, 
Delta Kappa Xiota, Catholic Club, 
Phi Gamma Delta, Association of 
World Students, Phi Delta Theta, 
Techonians, and Theta Chi. The 
concert, on Monday, P.M., March 8, 
will deliver a lecture on the sub-
ject "Television - From Camera to 
Viewer," delivered by Mr. L. E. 
Noon of the TCA.

Among other activities planned 
for the near future by the Outing 
Club are the square dances that 
will take place tonight at the Cam-
bridge YM.CA., and the New England 
debating championship, scheduled 
for the entire year, which is now 
being planned.

Another all trip will be 
organized this week by the Outing 
Club. Mrs. Henry E. Smith will 
lead the group to Darlington Square at 11:30 p.m., and 
will return at 4:30 p.m., Sunday. The round trip cost is $1.00.

Among other activities planned 
for the near future by the Outing 
Club are the square dances that 
will take place tonight at the Cam-
bridge YM.CA., and the New England 
debating championship, scheduled 
for the entire year, which is now 
being planned.
Veras Elected President Of Athletic Association
Lamphier, Hudson Also Fill Offices

At the annual elections meeting of the Athletic Association last Tuesday evening Jim Veras, cap-
tain of the soccer team, was elected to head the organization, thus becoming the coming year's Duane Badger as vice-president.

To fill the vice-presidency posts the members of the Athletic Association chose Tom Lamphier as vice-president in charge of varsity sports, and Tom Hudson as vice-president in charge of intrams-
als. Both of these new members also accepted the appointments of Lee Slivert in utility of publicity manager of the A.A.

Accepts Report

Other items on the agenda included unanimous acceptance of the report of the basketball study com-
mittee, consideration of a special award for Jack Clifford, outstanding
Technology athletes who recently graduated. There was also discussion of a possible all-sports banquet.

Balloting at the elections meeting supported the entire slate of can-
didates nominated by the executive committee at a meeting several weeks ago, as stipulated under the A.A. constitution. The new officers will assume their positions at the next meeting of the Association, March 9.

Soccer Captain

Jim Veras, who ascends to the presidency, has been captain of the soccer team for two years, and several months ago was named to the World College FootbalL team, with a chance for a Olympic berth. He was named to the All-American team by the executive committee at a meeting several weeks ago, as stipulated under the A.A. constitution. The new officers will assume their positions at the next meeting of the Association, March 9.
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Volleyball Champs

The Tech volleyball team defeated Trinity College, 3-2, Saturday afternoon in the final of the Intercollegiate tournament at the University of Connecticut in an exciting match.

The scores were 15-13, 12-15, 12-15, 15-12, and 15-6.

Constitutional Officers

Jim Veras was chosen as the only constitutional officer. He was unopposed for re-election, and has served as manager of the baseball team for two years.

The new officers will assume their positions at the next meeting of the Association, March 9.

Beaver Wrestlers

Suffer Third Loss

As Williams Wins

After journeying up to Williams College, Massachusetts, last Saturday to engage the Williams College wrestlers, the Tech matmen took their third losses of the season.

In the 185-pound class, and Laos Roderberg in the unimpaired class, the Beaver wrestler would have completely swamped. Howe- ever, Maury pinned his opponent, Neuve, in four minutes and 27 sec-
onds of his match, and Rodenberg was taken down by a fall over Williams' constant, stable, in 1:41.

Joe B Pedlo

These two matches garnered M.I.T.s 10 points, while Williams gathered their 24 points by two falls, three decision matches, and a default.

The loss puts the grapplers' recor-
d was one victory, three losses, and one tie. The New England Inter-
collegiate Wrestling Tournament will be held March 15, 1948, and the winners will be declared as the team with the highest points total.

Tom Lamphier, Hudson

Tom Lamphier, who was named to the All-American team last year, is again expected to compete for an Olympic berth. Nominated for the Tech wrestling team last year, he won the 165-pound class, and Lars Birn, who was named to the All-American team last year, is again expected to compete for an Olympic berth. Nominated for the Tech wrestling team last year, he won the 165-pound class.

A game with Dartmouth tomorrow night, and will attempt to gain their third loss of the season.

Tony's

FINE CUSTOM MADE CLOTHES
For Men and Women
Also Men's Dress Shirts
Alphonse & Raphael
416 MASS. AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 15, MASS.
Kleen-Cut Trim
ANTHONY YALLONE, Prop.

FENNELL'S
59 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., BOSTON
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES — LIQUORS AND ALES
Across the BRIDGE at Cambridge Ave.

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL OF ART, SCIENCES, AND EDUCATION
June 28 to August 21, 1948
Coeducational * Graduate and Undergraduate Courses
Veterans may enroll under G. I. Bill
Dormitory Accommodations and Cafeteria Service
(Engineering courses available in Graduate School)
Sports Schedule
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26
Basketball—Varsity vs. Colby College at Walker Memorial—8:30 p.m.
Swimming—Varsity vs. Bowdoin College at Alumni Pool—8:30 p.m.
Tennis—Varisty vs. Dartmouth at Alumni Pool courts—11:00 a.m.
Swimming—Freshmen vs. St. George’s School at Alumni Pool—2:00 p.m.
LACROSSE—Varsity vs. Middlebury College at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.
Track—Varsity vs. Tufts College at Arney—2:30 p.m.

Senior House B, Theta Chi Deadlock
For Lead In Intramural Round-Robin
Intramural sports activity at Tech is currently at a high pitch, with the final playoffs of the basketball tournament in progress, volleyball under way, and the domino bowling tournament slated to begin shortly.

The winner of League C elimination in the basketball tournament was Phi Sigma Kappa, which defeated Chi Alpha and Muonos-Waldorf to the right take part in the finals. Other teams participating in the round-robin playoffs are Senior House B, Sigmas Alpha Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Theta Chi.

The results of the playoffs thus far show Senior House B and Theta Chi tied for the lead, each undefeated and with two victories to its credit. The Sigmas knocked off a second-half rally by Phi Sigma Kappa to defeat the latter, 32-21, and in their other game broke a 14-14 half-time tie to win over Phi Sigma Kappa, 23-20.

 Theta Chi win handled from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 30-19, and gained its other victory at the expense of Phi Sigma Kappa, 21-29. The victors had to come from behind to eke out a win in this contest, since Phi Sigma Kappa led at half-time by a score of 10-6.

Strong in Weights
Tech showed considerable breadth in its running events, especially considering that Tech’s Home was unable to attend the meet. For the first time in many seasons the Bearers also dominated the two weight events, and the future in the weight jobs brighter than it has since the spring of 1945.

Handicapping Sheet
To keep the rest of the team busy, a handicap meet for both varsity and freshmen will be run on the Briggs Field boards Saturday at 2:00 p.m.

Compliments of
The Smith House
500 Memorial Drive
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Trackmen Top Huskies, 36-25
Tech Wins Six Events In Northeastern Meet
Playing host to the Northeastern University trackmen last Saturday afternoon at Briggs Field, the Tech track team ran away with the meet to conclude the Huskies 96-69.

Winning six of the nine events, Tech swept the first three places in the 200 and 400 yard runs. The Cardinal and Grecia also took the first two places in the two-mile run and the 30-pound weight throw.

Huskies Defeat Courtmen With Final Period Surge

OFFICIALS
Officials are needed for intramural soccer and softball. Those interested are asked to sign up at the Athletic Association office, Room 3-107. Men only on the list of officials will not have to sign up unless they wish to be dropped from official duties.

Fencers Foil B.U. In Season Opener
Recent Ruling Swayed Opportunity For Title
Last Saturday afternoon the Technology fencing team defeated Boston University 16-11 in matches at the B. U. gym. M.I.T. gained its nine-man team entry in the victory, using three men each in foils, epees, and sabres.

Tech swamped the Terriers in foils, 8-1, edged out a victory in epees, 6-4, and lost in sabres, 4-4. Captain John Well and Maurice Adams won all three of their contests with the foil. The nine-man team that Tech used was something new for the engineers, who had used two men as a team. However, the new NCAA rule which has just gone into effect, requiring all teams to use nine men in competition, forced Tech to drop one of the matches into effect, requiring all teams to use nine men in competition, forced Tech to drop one of the matches from its schedule, since the Yearling team scheduled for New Haven, and Tech is unable to take a full nine-man team on away matches, the contest had to be canceled.

Huskies Beat Courtmen
With Final Period Surge
The Huskies defeated the Courtmen with a final period surge to win the meet 89-80. The Ingenious team was cut short by the Engineers, who turned in an iron mark performance and with two victories to its credit. The victors had to come from behind to eke out a win in this contest, since Phi Sigma Kappa led at half-time by a score of 10-6.

You don’t have to have the DEAN’S LIST!
Anyone can come to the gay, young Rile & Drive Scoop, the place where students fill up the line to get a good, fresh, fun and refreshing. You’ll find the Jerry Melanson’s orchestra and the Rile & Drive’s delightful, delicious—Sherry Lynden Never a minimum or a cover charge.

Saturday, February 27, 1948
Sextet Rallies
To Down Bears
Lea Nets Four Goals
As Tech Averages Loss

The M.I.T. hockey sextet made a successful visit to Providence Wednesday night, defeating the Brown Bears, 7-4. Trailing at one stage of the contest, 4-1, the Engineers rallied on the strength of four goals netted bysingman Don Lea to average an earlier season defeat at the hands of Brown.

The Tech cause was aided by the superb goalkeeping of Jack Adams who stopped 53 enemy shots including five solo dashes. Two goals by Thompson and one by Fencer rounded out the Tech scoring.

Volleyball Season
To Open in March

According to Intramural Volleyball Manager Bob Wofsey, '48, tournaments among Technology's living groups are to start rolling soon. Groups wishing to enter a team must do so immediately.

Four courts are available at the Armory between 4:00 and 7:00 pm. Groups wishing to enter a team may still deliver completed entry blanks at the A.A. office, Wofsey announced, although Xballs are to be bet trial Committee.

Squash

The committee report studying the possibility for a baseball team at Tech was presented to the A.A. by Herb Benington.

NEW ENGLAND UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW

Admits Men and Women

Registration

Day and Evening Programs—September 15 to 15, 1948

Early application is necessary

Veterans accepted under G. I. Bills

57, VERNON STREET BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Ads

A CIGARETTE CAN
BE MILD

"The more I smoke
Chesterfields the
more I appreciate
how good they are"

Jack Oakie

STARRING IN
"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
AN EAGLE-LION PRODUCTION

WHY I smoke Chesterfield

(FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS)

"When I bring my tobacco to market I'm always looking for the Liggett & Myers buyer because I know when I've got real good, ripe sweet tobacco they'll pay the top dollar for it.

"I've been smoking Chesterfields for about 25 years. I like their taste and I know the kind of tobacco that's in them."

Arthur Williams

TOBACCO FARMER
GREENVILLE, N. C.

YES—CHESTERFIELDS SMOKE SO MILD—
SO MILD THEY SATISFY MILLIONS—
SO MILD THEY'LL SATISFY YOU.

Copyright 1948, Leeman & Weed Tobacco Co.
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